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������������������������3� �� �� ���� ���� �������� ���������������������������� �������������� ������������ ������������������ ������������������� spanning both
ancient and modern history this book looks at 10 of the most world changing personalities it tells the stories behind each of them offers fascinating facts and examines what effect they had on a global scale back cover in
this book the author takes a thought provoking look at the various people whose lives have illuminated the world in one way or another highlighting extraordinary individuals and the impact they made on human society in
this volume the author offers a thought provoking examination of the many pivotal events in the course of world history it is so often said that an understanding of the present relies upon an understanding of the past in
the present age the truth of this is perhaps less patent than formerly never before has the world been so divided by conflicting ideologies never has so much depended upon the finding not perhaps of a reconciliation of the
ideologies but of a means of coexistence the very continuation of the human race would seem to hang upon a solution of this problem through all these lectures runs a single thread the inevitability of the freedom of man
even if that freedom is liberty for self destruction all history has shown that domination of man by man must in the end bring revolt passive or active when the right of the individual or the group triumphs over suppression
the past may no longer be a certain guide to the future let us hope that in this one respect history will be the signpost and that intolerance and exploitation and inhumanity of man to man may some day vanish from the
earth kwame nkrumah from the foreword encounters that changed the world explores friendships love affairs chance meetings creative partnerships and political unions that have altered the universe as we know it
authoritative compelling provocative internationally respected historian felipe fernandez armesto introduces you to the key historical and philosophical notions that have shaped our world since the dawn of civilization
over 175 of the world s most pivotal ideas are crystallized and clearly explained from cannibalism to zen from time to the unconscious from logic to chaos theory the author s wide ranging and unashamedly personal
analysis is accompanied by a stimulating mix of contemporary and historical images bringing often hard to grasp concepts vividly to life chronologically arranged the format of this book nevertheless allows you to
start at the beginning or dip in at any point the connections between ground breaking ideas are highlighted throughout along with expert suggestions for thought provoking further reading book jacket fast paced engaging
and original history that changed the world unearths the many links between the past and the present by zooming in on the key events movements inventions and people whose profound impact on the course of history
continues to echo into our own time back cover history these stunning books cover a popular range of topics and historical events mr gorbachev tear down this wall this declamation by president ronald reagan when
visiting berlin in 1987 is widely cited as the clarion call that brought the cold war to an end the west had won so this version of events goes because the west had stood firm american and western european resoluteness
had brought an evil empire to its knees michael meyer in this extraordinarily compelling account of the revolutions that roiled eastern europe in 1989 begs to differ drawing together breathtakingly vivid on the ground
accounts of the rise of solidarity in poland the stealth opening of the hungarian border the velvet revolution in prague and the collapse of the infamous wall in berlin meyer shows that western intransigence was only one
of the many factors that provoked such world shaking change more important meyer contends were the stands taken by individuals in the thick of the struggle leaders such as poet and playwright vaclav havel in prague
lech walesa the quiet and determined reform prime minister in budapest miklos nemeth and the man who realized his empire was already lost and decided with courage and intelligence to let it go in peace soviet president mikhail
gorbachev michael meyer captures these heady days in all their rich drama and unpredictability in doing so he provides not just a thrilling chronicle of perhaps the most important year of the 20th century but also a crucial
refutation of american mythology and a misunderstanding of history that was deliberately employed to lead the united states into some of the intractable conflicts it faces today events that changed the world is a
compilation of the most serious and memorable events that have occurred since the year 1900 explorers take us to the top of mount everest to the north and south poles inside tombs and to the distant reaches of our
planet contains over 50 momentous speeches from a wide range of historical eras and nations this book includes biographies of each speaker the history of why each speech was significant and what happened as a result
black and white photography illustrates these key figures and moments in history what business entrepreneurs are to the economy social entrepreneurs are to social change they are writes david bornstein the driven
creative individuals who question the status quo exploit new opportunities refuse to give up and remake the world for the better how to change the world tells the fascinating stories of these remarkable individuals many
in the united states others in countries from brazil to hungary providing an in search of excellence for the nonprofit sector in america one man j b schramm has helped thousands of low income high school students get into
college in south africa one woman veronica khosa developed a home based care model for aids patients that changed government health policy in brazil fabio rosa helped bring electricity to hundreds of thousands of remote
rural residents another american james grant is credited with saving 25 million lives by leading and marketing a global campaign for immunization yet another bill drayton created a pioneering foundation ashoka that has
funded and supported these social entrepreneurs and over a thousand like them leveraging the power of their ideas across the globe these extraordinary stories highlight a massive transformation that is going largely
unreported by the media around the world the fastest growing segment of society is the nonprofit sector as millions of ordinary people social entrepreneurs are increasingly stepping in to solve the problems where
governments and bureaucracies have failed how to change the world shows as its title suggests that with determination and innovation even a single person can make a surprising difference for anyone seeking to make a
positive mark on the world this will be both an inspiring read and an invaluable handbook every so often there is an event that is so earth shattering it has the power to completely change the world these events range from
when man first walked on the moon to the detonation of atomic bombs these occurrences proved the atmospheric power of man either for good or corruptive means and altered our universal understanding other cataclysmic
events such as the black death and the cretaceous tertiary extinction event are also explored readers will be astonished at the events that were felt across the globe �������������������������� ��� �� ����
������������� ���������� ���������������� ����������������������������� ��� ����� ������������������ ������������������������������� the history of the world through 1
001 inventions from prehistoric times to the present day 1001 inventions that changed the world is an enthralling guide to the world s most important scientific and technological advances authoritatively written by a
team of historians scientists and anthropologists this book tells the stories behind these innovations presenting a comprehensive history of the world through invention and discovery from stone tools and fire at the dawn
of humankind to today s self driving cars inventions have moved society forward at a remarkable pace this informative volume shows just how much some of the inventions that we take for granted have transformed the
world ����� ���������� �������������� ������� �� ��������� ��������������������� ��������� in 2004 a london based community organization called we are what we do launched with the
publication of a little book with a big idea 50 simple actions to make the world a better place since then change the world for ten bucks has spawned a movement multiple editions and sales of over one million copies
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internationally at last here s the u s edition change the world for ten bucks delights and engages at every turn it includes a postcard to send to someone who inspires you two pages stuck together don t throw your gum
in the street tear out tabs to make introductions to the neighbors and dozens of other creative prompts for positive change describes the lives of ten men and women whose faith in god allowed them to greatly influence the
world around them from the ancient greek poet homer to american poet walt whitman chilean poet pablo neruda and gwendolyn brooks a chicago poet who chronicled black culture this book profiles 12 outstanding poets
from around the world each chapter includes attention grabbing photos biographical details and fascinating facts sidebars go beyond the basics and prompts invite readers to think for themselves additional mini bios
encourage further exploration one of the horrors of the capitalist system is that slave labor which was central to the formation and growth of capitalism itself is still fully able to coexist alongside wage labor but
as karl marx points out it is the fact of being paid for one s work that validates capitalism as a viable socio economic structure beneath this veil of free commerce where workers are paid only for a portion of their
workday and buyers and sellers in the marketplace face each other as equals lies a foundation of immense inequality yet workers have always rebelled they ve organized unions struck picketed boycotted formed political
organizations and parties sometimes they have actually won and improved their lives but marx argued because capitalism is the apotheosis of class society it must be the last class society it must therefore be destroyed
and only the working class said marx is capable of creating that change in his timely and innovative book michael d yates asks if the working class can indeed change the world deftly factoring in such contemporary
elements as sharp changes in the rise of identity politics and the nature of work itself yates asks if there can in fact be a thing called the working class if so how might it overcome inherent divisions of gender race ethnicity
religion location to become a cohesive and radical force for change forcefully and without illusions yates supports his arguments with relevant clearly explained data historical examples and his own personal experiences
this book is a sophisticated and prescient understanding of the working class and what all of us might do to change the world from calls to arms to demands for peace and from cries of freedom to words of inspiration this
stirring anthology captures the voices of prophets and politicians rebels and tyrants soldiers and statesman placing them in historical context with over a million copies already sold this completely revised and updated
pocket edition includes speeches by those that have truly shaped the modern world from greta thunberg to donald trump and from nadia murad to oprah winfrey a biography of each speaker reveals how they came to stand
at the crossroads of history and each speech is accompanied by an introduction explaining its historical context and how it influenced the momentous events of the day as well as those that followed by turns moving and
thought provoking this new edition reveals a modern world in which freedom of speech remains a powerful agent of change and gives unique perspectives on key turning points in history contents include nelson mandela barack
obama martin luther king jr queen elizabeth i oliver cromwell george washington napoleon bonaparte abraham lincoln emmeline pankhurst mohandas k gandhi adolf hitler joseph stalin franklin d roosevelt charles de gaulle
george s patton jr malcolm x vaclav havel mikhail gorbachev indira gandhi and winston churchill to name a few the survivor s alliance is expanding the big circuit wagons wind through the isolated villages and towns
bringing news and goods but storms raiders and wild animals are only a few of the trials as willow guides her crew through a harrowing journey things never go as planned their journeys will take some unexpected twists
culminating in the biggest surprise of all events that changed the world is a compilation of the most serious and memorable events that have occurred since the year 1900 explorers take us to the top of mount everest the
north and south poles inside tombs and the distant reaches of our planet scientists reveal new developments including the structure of the atom dna and the polio vaccine inventors introduce us to flight air conditioning
the computer the transistor radio the microwave and television over the past 100 years war and terrorism have dominated the world s affairs we include the events of recent times including 9 11 and the madrid bombings
the bali bombings and the new plague of suicide bombings world war ii was pivotal in shaping the world we have witnessed many disasters including the sinking of the titanic the exxon valdez oil catastrophe deaths in space
nuclear accidents and the introduction of aids and the ebola virus these are just some of the chapters that are included in events that changed the world a memorable experience that will change the way you view our
world ���100���� ������������ ��������� ���������� ������������ ���� �������� ������������������������ ���� ��������� �� ������� ������������ ��������� ����������
��� ������������������� �������� ���� in this gripping and insightful account historian brian gardner examines the pivotal events of 1945 a year that saw the end of world war ii and the beginning of the cold
war with a keen eye for detail and a gift for storytelling gardner offers a fresh perspective on a year that shaped the course of history this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant ��������������������� ��������������� ������������ ������� �������
������ ��������������������� ���������������������� ������������� ���������� �������������������������� �������������������� western civilization is becoming increasingly
pluralistic secularized and biblically illiterate many people todayhave little sense of how their lives have benefited fromchristianity s influence often viewing the church withhostility or resentment how christianity
changed the world is a topicallyarranged christian history for christians and non christians grounded in solid research and written in apopular style this book is both a helpful apologetic toolin talking with unbelievers
and a source of evidence forwhy christianity deserves credit for many of thehumane social scientific and cultural advances in thewestern world in the last two thousand years photographs timelines and charts enhance
eachchapter this edition features questions for reflection anddiscussion for each chapter the russian revolution shook the world in 1917 it was the first time a socialist revolution had taken hold putting the workers in
power seizing private property and society s productive capacity this was the basis for a rational cooperative society that revolution became the nemesis of the united states and other imperialist countries which would
not rest until its gains were undone the bolshevik revolution inspired anti colonial revolutions and national liberation movements around the world lending solidarity and material assistance to them as it emerged to be the
second largest economy in the world the first to put a satellite and human into space it became a valid counterweight to claims of capitalism s superiority storming the gates looks inside the revolution from the early
years to the last not as a neutral observer but a partisan for revolutionary change recounting the vast accomplishments global impact loyal followers challenges and shortcomings this book remembers the soviet union
not as the end of communism but as its first grand real life experiment looking to the future storming the gates examines what role a bolshevik type party can have in the 21st century and how it can once again shape
history from the beginning of the eighteenth century to the high watermark of the victorian era the world was transformed by a technological revolution the like of which had never been seen before thomas crump introduces
the inventors businessmen scientists and explorers who all had their part to play in the story of the industrial revolution he looks at how its scientific technological and political changes spread across the world to the
united states of america europe and the empire back cover
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グローバル時代を生き抜く変革への視点 2020 価格改定について 2023年1月16日出荷分より新定価 2 200円 本体2 000円 税 価格改定実施後も 市場流通している 旧価格 表記の商品についてはそのままの価格でご購入いただけます 大学などの授業用テキストにつき 解答 訳 参考書等はいっさい販売しておりません リーディ
����������� ����������������������������������3� �� �� ���� ���� �������� ���������������������������� �������������� ������������ ������������������ ���������
����������
10 People that Changed the World 2015 spanning both ancient and modern history this book looks at 10 of the most world changing personalities it tells the stories behind each of them offers fascinating facts and
examines what effect they had on a global scale back cover
People Who Changed the World 2005-01-01 in this book the author takes a thought provoking look at the various people whose lives have illuminated the world in one way or another highlighting extraordinary
individuals and the impact they made on human society
Events That Changed The World 2000-05-24 in this volume the author offers a thought provoking examination of the many pivotal events in the course of world history
Five Ideas That Change the World 1959 it is so often said that an understanding of the present relies upon an understanding of the past in the present age the truth of this is perhaps less patent than formerly never before
has the world been so divided by conflicting ideologies never has so much depended upon the finding not perhaps of a reconciliation of the ideologies but of a means of coexistence the very continuation of the human race
would seem to hang upon a solution of this problem through all these lectures runs a single thread the inevitability of the freedom of man even if that freedom is liberty for self destruction all history has shown that
domination of man by man must in the end bring revolt passive or active when the right of the individual or the group triumphs over suppression the past may no longer be a certain guide to the future let us hope that in this
one respect history will be the signpost and that intolerance and exploitation and inhumanity of man to man may some day vanish from the earth kwame nkrumah from the foreword
Encounters that Changed the World 2009 encounters that changed the world explores friendships love affairs chance meetings creative partnerships and political unions that have altered the universe as we know it
Ideas that Changed the World 2003 authoritative compelling provocative internationally respected historian felipe fernandez armesto introduces you to the key historical and philosophical notions that have shaped our
world since the dawn of civilization over 175 of the world s most pivotal ideas are crystallized and clearly explained from cannibalism to zen from time to the unconscious from logic to chaos theory the author s wide
ranging and unashamedly personal analysis is accompanied by a stimulating mix of contemporary and historical images bringing often hard to grasp concepts vividly to life chronologically arranged the format of this book
nevertheless allows you to start at the beginning or dip in at any point the connections between ground breaking ideas are highlighted throughout along with expert suggestions for thought provoking further reading book
jacket
53 1/2 Things that Changed the World 1992 fast paced engaging and original history that changed the world unearths the many links between the past and the present by zooming in on the key events movements inventions
and people whose profound impact on the course of history continues to echo into our own time back cover
������������� 2009-03-25 history these stunning books cover a popular range of topics and historical events
History That Changed the World 2017-07-10 mr gorbachev tear down this wall this declamation by president ronald reagan when visiting berlin in 1987 is widely cited as the clarion call that brought the cold war to
an end the west had won so this version of events goes because the west had stood firm american and western european resoluteness had brought an evil empire to its knees michael meyer in this extraordinarily compelling
account of the revolutions that roiled eastern europe in 1989 begs to differ drawing together breathtakingly vivid on the ground accounts of the rise of solidarity in poland the stealth opening of the hungarian border
the velvet revolution in prague and the collapse of the infamous wall in berlin meyer shows that western intransigence was only one of the many factors that provoked such world shaking change more important meyer
contends were the stands taken by individuals in the thick of the struggle leaders such as poet and playwright vaclav havel in prague lech walesa the quiet and determined reform prime minister in budapest miklos nemeth and
the man who realized his empire was already lost and decided with courage and intelligence to let it go in peace soviet president mikhail gorbachev michael meyer captures these heady days in all their rich drama and
unpredictability in doing so he provides not just a thrilling chronicle of perhaps the most important year of the 20th century but also a crucial refutation of american mythology and a misunderstanding of history that
was deliberately employed to lead the united states into some of the intractable conflicts it faces today
Events that Changed the World 2013 events that changed the world is a compilation of the most serious and memorable events that have occurred since the year 1900 explorers take us to the top of mount everest to
the north and south poles inside tombs and to the distant reaches of our planet
The Year that Changed the World 2010-08-05 contains over 50 momentous speeches from a wide range of historical eras and nations this book includes biographies of each speaker the history of why each speech was
significant and what happened as a result black and white photography illustrates these key figures and moments in history
CLIL:���������� 2020-01-20 what business entrepreneurs are to the economy social entrepreneurs are to social change they are writes david bornstein the driven creative individuals who question the status quo
exploit new opportunities refuse to give up and remake the world for the better how to change the world tells the fascinating stories of these remarkable individuals many in the united states others in countries from brazil
to hungary providing an in search of excellence for the nonprofit sector in america one man j b schramm has helped thousands of low income high school students get into college in south africa one woman veronica khosa
developed a home based care model for aids patients that changed government health policy in brazil fabio rosa helped bring electricity to hundreds of thousands of remote rural residents another american james grant is
credited with saving 25 million lives by leading and marketing a global campaign for immunization yet another bill drayton created a pioneering foundation ashoka that has funded and supported these social entrepreneurs
and over a thousand like them leveraging the power of their ideas across the globe these extraordinary stories highlight a massive transformation that is going largely unreported by the media around the world the fastest
growing segment of society is the nonprofit sector as millions of ordinary people social entrepreneurs are increasingly stepping in to solve the problems where governments and bureaucracies have failed how to change the
world shows as its title suggests that with determination and innovation even a single person can make a surprising difference for anyone seeking to make a positive mark on the world this will be both an inspiring read and
an invaluable handbook
10 2015-07-23 every so often there is an event that is so earth shattering it has the power to completely change the world these events range from when man first walked on the moon to the detonation of atomic bombs
these occurrences proved the atmospheric power of man either for good or corruptive means and altered our universal understanding other cataclysmic events such as the black death and the cretaceous tertiary
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extinction event are also explored readers will be astonished at the events that were felt across the globe
Events that Changed the World 2004 �������������������������� ��� �� ����������������� ���������� ���������������� ����������������������������� ��� ����� �����������
������� �������������������������������
Speeches that Changed the World 2006 the history of the world through 1 001 inventions from prehistoric times to the present day 1001 inventions that changed the world is an enthralling guide to the world s most
important scientific and technological advances authoritatively written by a team of historians scientists and anthropologists this book tells the stories behind these innovations presenting a comprehensive history of the
world through invention and discovery from stone tools and fire at the dawn of humankind to today s self driving cars inventions have moved society forward at a remarkable pace this informative volume shows just how
much some of the inventions that we take for granted have transformed the world
How to Change the World 2004 ����� ���������� �������������� ������� �� ��������� ��������������������� ���������
The Top Ten Events That Changed the World 2010-01-01 in 2004 a london based community organization called we are what we do launched with the publication of a little book with a big idea 50 simple actions to
make the world a better place since then change the world for ten bucks has spawned a movement multiple editions and sales of over one million copies internationally at last here s the u s edition change the world for ten
bucks delights and engages at every turn it includes a postcard to send to someone who inspires you two pages stuck together don t throw your gum in the street tear out tabs to make introductions to the neighbors and
dozens of other creative prompts for positive change
�������� 2004-07-15 describes the lives of ten men and women whose faith in god allowed them to greatly influence the world around them
1001 Inventions That Changed the World 2022-04-12 from the ancient greek poet homer to american poet walt whitman chilean poet pablo neruda and gwendolyn brooks a chicago poet who chronicled black culture this
book profiles 12 outstanding poets from around the world each chapter includes attention grabbing photos biographical details and fascinating facts sidebars go beyond the basics and prompts invite readers to think for
themselves additional mini bios encourage further exploration
Speeches That Changed the World 2007 one of the horrors of the capitalist system is that slave labor which was central to the formation and growth of capitalism itself is still fully able to coexist alongside wage
labor but as karl marx points out it is the fact of being paid for one s work that validates capitalism as a viable socio economic structure beneath this veil of free commerce where workers are paid only for a portion of
their workday and buyers and sellers in the marketplace face each other as equals lies a foundation of immense inequality yet workers have always rebelled they ve organized unions struck picketed boycotted formed
political organizations and parties sometimes they have actually won and improved their lives but marx argued because capitalism is the apotheosis of class society it must be the last class society it must therefore be
destroyed and only the working class said marx is capable of creating that change in his timely and innovative book michael d yates asks if the working class can indeed change the world deftly factoring in such
contemporary elements as sharp changes in the rise of identity politics and the nature of work itself yates asks if there can in fact be a thing called the working class if so how might it overcome inherent divisions of gender
race ethnicity religion location to become a cohesive and radical force for change forcefully and without illusions yates supports his arguments with relevant clearly explained data historical examples and his own
personal experiences this book is a sophisticated and prescient understanding of the working class and what all of us might do to change the world
���������������� 2023-02-21 from calls to arms to demands for peace and from cries of freedom to words of inspiration this stirring anthology captures the voices of prophets and politicians rebels and tyrants
soldiers and statesman placing them in historical context with over a million copies already sold this completely revised and updated pocket edition includes speeches by those that have truly shaped the modern world from
greta thunberg to donald trump and from nadia murad to oprah winfrey a biography of each speaker reveals how they came to stand at the crossroads of history and each speech is accompanied by an introduction
explaining its historical context and how it influenced the momentous events of the day as well as those that followed by turns moving and thought provoking this new edition reveals a modern world in which freedom of
speech remains a powerful agent of change and gives unique perspectives on key turning points in history contents include nelson mandela barack obama martin luther king jr queen elizabeth i oliver cromwell george
washington napoleon bonaparte abraham lincoln emmeline pankhurst mohandas k gandhi adolf hitler joseph stalin franklin d roosevelt charles de gaulle george s patton jr malcolm x vaclav havel mikhail gorbachev indira
gandhi and winston churchill to name a few
Change the World for Ten Bucks 2009-04-08 the survivor s alliance is expanding the big circuit wagons wind through the isolated villages and towns bringing news and goods but storms raiders and wild animals are
only a few of the trials as willow guides her crew through a harrowing journey things never go as planned their journeys will take some unexpected twists culminating in the biggest surprise of all
Heroes Who Changed the World 2000-02 events that changed the world is a compilation of the most serious and memorable events that have occurred since the year 1900 explorers take us to the top of mount everest
the north and south poles inside tombs and the distant reaches of our planet scientists reveal new developments including the structure of the atom dna and the polio vaccine inventors introduce us to flight air
conditioning the computer the transistor radio the microwave and television over the past 100 years war and terrorism have dominated the world s affairs we include the events of recent times including 9 11 and the
madrid bombings the bali bombings and the new plague of suicide bombings world war ii was pivotal in shaping the world we have witnessed many disasters including the sinking of the titanic the exxon valdez oil catastrophe
deaths in space nuclear accidents and the introduction of aids and the ebola virus these are just some of the chapters that are included in events that changed the world a memorable experience that will change the way
you view our world
12 Poets Who Changed the World 2020 ���100���� ������������ ��������� ���������� ������������ ���� �������� ������������������������ ���� ��������� �� ������� ��������
���� ��������� ������������� ������������������� �������� ����
Can the Working Class Change the World? 2018-10-02 in this gripping and insightful account historian brian gardner examines the pivotal events of 1945 a year that saw the end of world war ii and the beginning of the
cold war with a keen eye for detail and a gift for storytelling gardner offers a fresh perspective on a year that shaped the course of history this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is
part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
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appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Speeches That Changed the World 2020-07-09 ��������������������� ��������������� ������������ ������� ������������� ��������������������� ���������������������� �����
�������� ���������� �������������������������� ��������������������
Events that Changed the World 2016 western civilization is becoming increasingly pluralistic secularized and biblically illiterate many people todayhave little sense of how their lives have benefited fromchristianity s
influence often viewing the church withhostility or resentment how christianity changed the world is a topicallyarranged christian history for christians and non christians grounded in solid research and written in
apopular style this book is both a helpful apologetic toolin talking with unbelievers and a source of evidence forwhy christianity deserves credit for many of thehumane social scientific and cultural advances in
thewestern world in the last two thousand years photographs timelines and charts enhance eachchapter this edition features questions for reflection anddiscussion for each chapter
Inventions that Changed the World 1996 the russian revolution shook the world in 1917 it was the first time a socialist revolution had taken hold putting the workers in power seizing private property and society s
productive capacity this was the basis for a rational cooperative society that revolution became the nemesis of the united states and other imperialist countries which would not rest until its gains were undone the
bolshevik revolution inspired anti colonial revolutions and national liberation movements around the world lending solidarity and material assistance to them as it emerged to be the second largest economy in the world
the first to put a satellite and human into space it became a valid counterweight to claims of capitalism s superiority storming the gates looks inside the revolution from the early years to the last not as a neutral
observer but a partisan for revolutionary change recounting the vast accomplishments global impact loyal followers challenges and shortcomings this book remembers the soviet union not as the end of communism but as
its first grand real life experiment looking to the future storming the gates examines what role a bolshevik type party can have in the 21st century and how it can once again shape history
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